
The design of the MA Collection rests on Mastery of Architectural 
artistry. In a pure architectural spirit, this collection offers well 
balanced lines and perfect proportions. It combines esthetism and 
an outstanding comfort of use. Just like all our Design collections, 
this MA Collection is offered in smokey chrome finish besides 
chrome: this CF finish features a chrome finish with anthracite 
accents. These details give a nice contrast between the smooth 
chrome surface that reflects the light, and the matte anthracite 
surfaces that absorb the light.

B51 MA



Single hole lavatory faucet,
drain not included

Smokey 
Chrome (CF)

Chrome (CC)

Flawless finish

High performance
 cartridge

Made with high performance 
ceramic, this progressive coaxial 

cartridge allows easy control 
of water temperature, while 

preserving a clean look

Waterfall 
aerator
Relaxing and soft to the 
touch water stream, 
with no splashing

Quality material

Refined design

Forged of solid brass of a 
thickness above standards, 

BARiL faucets are very durable 

Beautiful curved spout paired with 
a round body. The juxtaposition 

of straight and curved lines is 
dramatic yet simple 

B51-1010-00L-xx

Easy installation
Very sturdy installation using 
2 threaded rods with a special 
tightening tool included in the box

B51 MA

Two finishes available to give 
a personal touch to your 
faucet. Made with best 
technologies available

Uses
30% less

water

BARiL 
equals 
quality

Durable 
ceramic 
cartridge

Ensures 
the perfect 

stream

Ecological
options 
available



Waterfall Aerator
Our German-made aerator provides a 
relaxing and soft to the touch water 
stream, with no splashing.

Ecological Options
BARiL is supporting the environment by offering options to 
reduce the water flow thereby economising your water usage B51-1010-00L-xx B51-1010-00L-xx-120

1.5 gpm - 60 psi
5,7 l/min - 60 psi

1.2 gpm - 60 psi
4,5 l/min - 60 psi



BARiL faucets are designed with both 
style and function in mind. The coaxial 
handle that makes it perfectly integrated 
in the faucet’s cylindrical body, is only one 
example of our dual design thinking.

Model: B51-1010-00L-xx

Faucet height: 5-3/4"

Aerator clearance: 4"

Spout reach: 5"

Dimensions:

Attention to Detail

Ø 51 mm
Ø 2"

145 mm
5-3/4"

60 mm
2-3/8"

152 mm
6"

125 mm
5"

104 mm
4"



Very sturdy installation using two threaded 
rods and a special tightening tool included in 
the box; easy to tighten, even with minimal 
space behind the lavatory.

Easy installation

Softpex 
Supply Lines

Color coded, corrosion and 
kink resistant, our supply 

lines are equipped with swivel 
connection nuts to facilitate 

the connection to water inlets 
and avoid twisting.


